Thank you for helping to assist the moderators in cleaning the game from hackers. You are a champion!
To ensure we do not ban people falsely we have some rules to follow in reporting hackers to us. We are aware that theres
quite some demands but we also hope you understand that if we were to examine a report of you hacking we would make
sure we do not ban people wrongfully. Our motto’s : Zero tolerance for hacking & innocent until proven guilty.



Screenshots are ONLY valid in case of



For



Your video needs to be on



Your video needs to have



Phonerecordings are



The video needs to be long enough and show several signs of hacking. 1 odd kill could always be luck!






The video needs to show the suspects
. To prevent framing people by sending other ID’s
The description of the video needs to contain the suspects userID
Screenshots of scores are not evidence!
We will not ban anyone because you “know” he cheats. No video, No ban!



For your privacy and anonimity we prefer videos that are uploaded as “



We prefer




If you cannot spectate,
someone into making impossible shots from
locations!
Tell us at what times in the video YOU see evidence of hacking (example at 3:15 player shoots through wall).

and

or

.

a video is mandatory.

. Facebook videos are not available to the developers!
MINIMUM quality. Lower quality causes to loose important detail.
considered valid proof.

” and not shared.

videos showing what the suspect is looking at (by rotating your camera (rmb)

If you read and understand all this then you can email your reports to :

Sending a video will not guarantee a ban. Banning is ultimate punishment and we need to make sure all proof justifies the
termination of an account! We look very closely and if the proof is not 100% we will not ban. This may be a dissapointment for
you but do not let this stop you from sending more videos. Hackers will allways get what they deserve… sooner or later!

Here is a video, made by

that explains most of the things you need to know :

Contract wars rules can be found here :

Be sure to read all the above before reporting someone.
Also the emailadress is for reporting hackers
. (we will not respond to banappeals or other messages!)

